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When you travel to a new city, it helps to have a map close at hand. On the first day of school,
you need to have your schedule of classes. And if you've been diagnosed with bipolar disorder
or suspect you may have it, then it's even more important to have a guidebook within
reach.Facing Bipolar will help you navigate the world of medications, therapists, and the up-and-
down mood cycles common to the disorder. It clearly explains what bipolar disorder is and
provides sound guidance for developing the necessary coping skills to manage its impact on
your life.In this book you'll discover:How therapy and medications can helpWhen and how to tell
your friends, roommates, and teachersThe four key factors that will bring more stability to your
lifeHow to develop a support network and access college resourcesWays to overcome the
challenges in accepting this illness

"Adjusting to the personal and social demands of high school, college, and the young adult
years is more complex than it has ever been. And for today’s adolescents and young adults with
bipolar disorder, the challenges are even greater and the stakes even higher. With their book
Facing Bipolar, Federman and Thomson provide us with an important new resource. Based on
sound clinical research and the rich experience of two knowledgeable practitioners, the book
speaks in a direct and easy-to-understand voice that addresses the everyday questions of those
initially facing this disruptive disorder. I strongly recommend this high-impact resource for teens,
young adults, and others confronting the reality of bipolar disorder, and for the bookshelves of
the counselors, psychologists, and psychiatrists who treat them."—Alan M. Schwitzer, PhD,
licensed clinical psychologist and editor of the Journal of College Counseling"Federman and
Thomson have written a very thoughtful and pragmatic book. Their poignant stories describe the
critical processes of recognition and acceptance while their straightforward advice conveys
important treatment strategies required to manage this complex condition. This really is a must-
read for young adults coming to terms with bipolar disorder."—Richard Kadison, MD, chief of
Harvard University Mental Health Services and author of College of the Overwhelmed"In my
work with college students who occasionally get derailed, I have found that no issue is more
perplexing for students and those who love them than the onset of bipolar disorder. Federman
and Thomson provide a valuable frame of reference for making sense of the chaos that bipolar
disorder can bring to the life of a college student. Students and family members will also find
comfort and order in the sound words they provide."—Penny Rue, Vice Chancellor of student
affairs at the University of California, San DiegoFrom the PublisherIn Facing Bipolar, a
psychiatrist and a psychologist show young adult readers with bipolar disorder how to overcome
denial, work toward bipolar stability, and adjust to life with bipolar as they shape their identity in
their late teens and early twenties.About the AuthorRuss Federman, PhD, is director of



Counseling and Psychological Services at the University of Virginia and clinical assistant
professor in the university's Department of Psychiatry and Neurobiological Sciences. He is a
licensed psychologist, a diplomate in clinical psychology through the American Board of
Professional Psychology, and a member of the editorial board for the Journal of College
Counseling.J. Anderson Thomson, Jr., MD, is a staff psychiatrist at the University of Virginia's
Counseling and Psychological Services in the Department of Student Health. He is a clinical
assistant professor in the university's Department of Psychiatry and Neurobiological Sciences.
He is also a staff psychiatrist at the University of Virginia's Institute of Law, Psychiatry, and Public
Policy and at Region 10 Community Services. He maintains a private practice in Charlottesville,
VA.Read more
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Sue Rissel, “Beautifully Comprehensive. This book is very well-written. The comprehensive part
of the title refers to its extensive descriptions about the normal feelings a patient or loved one
might experience, medications and other treatments, and how to live well after a diagnosis of
bipolar. I have read through it twice already and periodically refer it as my new treatment
progresses. It has eased any fears I have had and helped me identify what is healthy and what
is not and how and when to tell people in my life about my new reality. Definitely recommend this
to any family member or patient, or even to those who are strongly concerned that they are
facing this disorder. The best part of this book is that it is written for the everyday man or woman
and does not read like other medical help books. The content is so fluid you won't want to stop
reading the book!  At least, that was the case with me!”

Arthur Horvath, “The first book for a young adult to read. There are many books on bipolar
disorder. None provides as much help as this one for the book's target audience, the young adult
who needs to address the often extremely difficult experience of bipolar disorder. Individuals
who love to read may get additional books, for more specialized knowledge. However, this book
is probably the best place for the newly diagnosed individual to begin. For many individuals no
additional reading will be needed. My perspective is that of a practicing clinical psychologist.
This is the book I would want my own child to have.The book may be more appropriate for the
older and more mature teen or young adult, as opposed to a younger and less mature teen (a
group not likely to read much anyway, or engage in the kinds of exercises the book
recommends). What I especially like about this book is the emphasis on addressing the doubts
(about having the condition) and the distorted self-perceptions ("if I'm bipolar does that also
mean I'm...") that are common in young individuals first facing the reality of bipolar disorder.”

Home in the Mountains, “Excellent, Well-Written Book about Bipolar Disorder. The authors, both
associated with the counseling center at the University of Virginia, have written a very complete,
yet easy-to-read volume about biploar disorder. The book takes the reader from diagnosis to
discussing the future that life holds for those with bipolar disorder. Additionally, there are
chapters written about any topic a patient with BP would want to have answered.Although this
book's intended audience is for young adults and college students, I found the information in it
was very helpful for me, too - and I'm 52! I enjoyed the way the authors used the language
college students use, and I especially appreciated the case studies the authors use to illustrate
the points they want to make. It's helpful to see how other people in the same situation have
dealt with bipolar disorder.If you are wondering if this book would help you understand bipolar
disorder and assist you or a loved one face this diagnosis, I highly recommend that you order
this book.  You will not be disappointed.”

Molly McCracken, “An Objective Book on Bipolar Disorder. Easy to read, explains the disorder in



a basic way, comes with charts to help keep track of behavior and moods. Something I find
helpful, because it's easy to forget or lose track of how we act or are feeling from day to day.It's
not a book that exists to sympathize, but I don't feel that it's persecutes either. It's taking ideas
from cognitive psychology and adapts them so that you are able to do homework that you would
get in therapy, but within a book. It's not about the feeling of what it's like to have the disorder. It's
more objective. If you think that's what you need, I would recommend it. If not, probably will be of
no use.”

Theresa Morse, “Shipped fast and it was a really good book and my daughter really liked it she
has .... Shipped fast and it was a really good book and my daughter really liked it she has bipolar
and these books to help with her relating to what's going on in her own personal life”

Joy, “So Glad I Found This Book. In the weeks following our son's diagnosis as bipolar we spent
many hours on the internet searching for resources, and we purchased a number of books. Of all
the things that I have read, this book was the most practical and appropriate to hand to our son.
When I read the introduction I felt like these authors actually knew my son and the challenges
that he is facing with this new diagnosis. Thank you so much for taking your years of experience
with college aged young people and sharing your wisdom with the rest of us.”

sallyjoanne, “Great support. Great information and support and specifically aimed at younger
people diagnosed with this disorder. Sent very quickly. Thank you very much!”

Ebook Library Reader, “A must buy. Very informative and learned more information about bipolar
disorder with my significant other. I would recommend this book to anyone who to learn more
and it a great read”

Lisa, “Four Stars. Useful, good information. Easy to read and understand.”

The book by Nicholas A. Marsh has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 61 people have provided feedback.
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